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ABSTRACT 

CBIR(Content Based Image Retrieval System) uses the visual 

information of an image to give the relevant images as the 

output. In this paper, we have implemented CBIR by the 

method of generating Feature Vector using Plane 

Sectorization. The plane of the image is sectorized in four 

different ways, namely: 4 sectors, 8 sectors, 12 sectors and 16 

sectors. For each of these, feature vector is generated by 

taking the mean value of coefficients of each sector and by 

augmenting the zeroth and the highest column component for 

every plane. Taking the Sectorization is performed on DCT 

transformed image. The results are compared on the basis of 

absolute difference and Euclidean distance. The evaluation 

parameters used are LIRS (Length of initial relevant string of 

images), LSRR (Length of string to recover all relevant 

images), Precision and Recall. We have also introduced a new 

parameter LSRI (Longest string of relevant images retrieved). 

The database used is Wang database which comprises of 1000 

images divided into 10 classes. To compare and evaluate the 

performance of 4, 8, 12 and 16 DCT sectors, we have 

considered the overall average of precision and recall. Also, in 

our earlier works [13], we have applied the algorithm of 

Feature Vector Generation using DCT plane sectorization on 

Column-wise transformed plane of images. Here, we are 

applying the same on Row-wise transformed images and have 

compared the results of both the methods as well. 

Keywords: 

PRCP (Precision Recall crossover point). 

General Terms 
CBIR; LIRS; LSRR; LSRI; Euclidean Distance; Sum of 

Absolute Difference; Precision and Recall; DCT 

1. INTRODUCTION 
CBIR [4, 5]:There are large databases of over thousands of 

images but sometimes a user is interested in may be one 

particular image or images with some particular feature. This 

is where CBIR is useful. Content Based Image Retrieval is a 

technique to retrieve the relevant images by analysing the 

features of the query image. Various features of the image 

such as: shape [1], color [1], texture [1], edge density [1], etc. 

are taken into account. The feature vector of the query image 

is extracted and is compared to the feature vectors of the 

images in the database. Thus, using the content of the image 

and comparing them, relevant images are found. Thus CBIR 

is the technique to retrieve digital images from a large 

database [2]. There are various applications of CBIR. For 

example: fingerprintrecognition [8], iris recognition [9], face 

recognition [10], etc. 

2. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM 

(DCT) 
First apply Discrete Cosine Transform on the image. DCT is 

made up of cosine functions taken over half the interval and 

dividing this half interval into N equal parts and sampling 

each function at the center of these parts [7]. The discrete 

cosine transform matrix is formed by arranging these 

sequences row wise. The most common DCT definition of 1D 

Sequence of Length N is: 

 

…(1)  [7] 

For u= 0, 1, 2….N-1  

 

Similarly inverse transform is given as: 

 

 ...(2) [7] 

For x = 0, 1, 2…N-1  

And α(u) for both equations (1) and (2) is defined as : 

α(u)=    for u=     …(3)[7] 

α(u)=    for u≠0   …(4) [7] 

3. FEATURE VECTOR 
When we compare the contents of an image, we technically 

compare its feature vector. The feature vector of all the 

images in the database is calculated and a feature-vector 

database is generated. Thus when a query image is passed, its 

feature vector is calculated which is then compared to the 

feature vector of every image in the database. The similarity 

measures used for comparison are sum of Absolute 

difference[6, 17] and Euclidean distance [6,16,18,19]. 
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3.1 Feature Vector Generation 
The feature vector is extracted from the DCT transformed 

image. To form the feature vector plane we take the 

combination of co-efficient of consecutive odd and even co-

efficient of every column and putting even co-efficient on x 

axis and odd co-efficient on y axis thus taking these 

components as coordinates we get a point in x-y plane as 

shown in figure 1. [7] 

 

Fig. 1: The DCT Plane used for sectorization [7] 

This is the even-odd plane we use for feature vector 

extraction. Here, we take the mean values to the even-odd 

components for each sector and then augment the zeroth and 

highest column components for each sector. We use this 

method for different sector i.e. 4, 8, 12, and 16 sectors. Also, 

for each, we do this for each plane i.e. R, G, and B plane. 

4. Sectorization 

4.1.1 Four DCT Sectors 
First we need to plot the points in the even-odd plane. We 

make use of the following rules: 

Table 1. Four DCT Sector Formation [7] 

Sign of Even 

row/column 

Sign of Odd 

row/column 

Quadrant 

Assigned 

+ + I (0 – 900) 

+ - II ( 900 – 1800) 

- - III( 1800- 2700) 

- + IV(2700–3600) 

The even and the odd column components are checked for 

their signs and are plotted accordingly in either of the four 

sectors. 

Here, the feature vector extracted will be of component size 

18. This is because we take the average of even-odd 

components and augment the average of the zeroth and the 

highest column component for each sector [3,7]. Since there 

are 4 sectors and we perform this for all the planes R, G and 

B, the feature vector will be of component size: (((1*4) + 

2))*3=18. 

4.1.2 Eight DCT Sectors 
The basic method used is the same as Four DCT Sectors but 

here, we divide each sector obtained in the Four DCT sectors 

into two equal parts of 450 each. Thus, we get Eight DCT 

Sectors. 

Here, the feature vector extracted will be of component size 

30. This is because we take the average of even-odd 

components and augment the average of the zeroth and the 

highest column component for each sector [3,7]. Since there 

are 8 sectors and we perform this for all the planes R, G and 

B, the feature vector will be of component size: (((1*8) + 

2))*3=30. 

4.1.3 Twelve DCT Sectors 
The basic method used is the same as Four DCT Sectors but 

here, we divide each sector obtained in the Four DCT sectors 

into three equal parts of 300 each. Thus, we get Twelve DCT 

Sectors. 

Here, the feature vector extracted will be of component size 

42. This is because we take the average of even-odd 

components and augment the average of the zeroth and the 

highest column component for each sector [3,7]. Since there 

are 12 sectors and we perform this for all the planes R, G and 

B, the feature vector will be of component size: (((1*12) + 

2))*3=42. 

4.1.4 Sixteen DCT Sectors 
For dividing the plane in Sixteen DCT sectors, we divide each 

of the eight sectors in two equal parts. 

Here, the feature vector extracted will be of component size 

54. This is because we take the average of even-odd 

components and augment the average of the zeroth and the 

highest column component for each sector [3,7]. Since there 

are 4 sectors and we perform this for all the planes R, G and 

B, the feature vector will be of component size: (((1*16) + 

2))*3=54. 

5. PARAMETERS USED 

5.1 Precision 
It is the ratio of number of relevant images retrieved to the        

total number of images retrieved.  

 

…(5) [3,14] 

5.2 Recall 
It is the ratio of number of relevant images retrieved to the 

total number of relevant images in database. 

 

…(6) [3,14] 
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5.3 LIRS 
It is the ratio of length of initial relevant string of images to 

the total number of relevant images retrieved. 

 

…(7) [3,14] 

5.4 LSRR 
It is the ratio of length of string to recover all relevant images 

to the total number of images in the database. 

 

…(8)[3, 14] 

5.5 LSRI 
It is the ratio of length of the longest string of relevant images 

retrieved to the total number of relevant images in the 

Database [13]. 

 

…(9) [13] 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The database used is Wang database [11, 12]. 1000 images 

have been classified into 10 classes having 100 images of 

each type. Classes include images of Tribal, Beaches, 

Monuments, Buses, Dinosaurs, Elephants, Flowers, Horses, 

Mountains, and Food Dishes. 

Figure 2.Sample images from Wang database. 

6.1 Precision-Recall 
The average of the Precision-Recall crossover point is 

considered for the purpose of generating the plot. Euclidean 

Distance and Sum of Absolute Difference are used as 

similarity measures. 

Figure 3. Plot for Precision-Recall Crossover Point using 

Euclidean distance. 

Figure 4. Plot for Precision-Recall Crossover Point using 

Sum of Absolute difference. 

From Figure 3 and 4 we infer that we get better results when 

we use sum of Absolute difference as the similarity measure 

as compared to Euclidean distance. But contrary to the overall 

performance classes 6, 8, 9 and 10 perform marginally better 

when Euclidean Distance is used as the similarity measure. 

The best performance is that of class 5 using both the 

similarity measures. 

We can represent the performance of these evaluation 

parameters in the form of percentage for better understanding.  

The top three class-wise performances for the evaluation 

parameter Precision-Recall with respect to the similarity 

measure Euclidean Distance are class 5 with the best 

performance of 98.2% followed by class 7 with the 

performance of 48.2% followed by class 6 and 8 with the 

same performance of 39.7%.The top three class-wise 

performances for the evaluation parameter Precision-Recall 

with respect to the similarity measure sum of Absolute 

difference are class 5 with the best performance of 98% 

followed by class 7 with the performance of 54.65% followed 

by class 6 with the performance of 39.5%. 

On evaluation of the performance of Precision-Recall 

crossover point for similarity measure Euclidean distance we 

see that the retrieval rate for: 4 sectors: 40.38%, 8 sectors: 

40.48%, 12 sectors: 40.46%, 16 sectors: 40.46 %.Similarly, 

on evaluation of the performance of Precision-Recall 
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crossover point for similarity measure sum of Absolute 

difference we see that the retrieval rate for:4 sectors: 40.48 %, 

8 sectors: 41.68%, 12 sectors: 41.88%, 16 sectors: 41.66%. 

6.2 LIRS 
The performance of the evaluation parameter LIRS is shown 

in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for both the similarity measures 

Euclidean Distance and Sum of Absolute Difference. 

Performance of LIRS is compared for all different sectors i.e. 

4, 8, 12 & 16 sectors. 

Figure 5. Plot for Average LIRS using Euclidean distance. 

Figure 6. Plot for average LIRS using Sum of Absolute 

Difference. 

From Figure 5 and 6 we infer that we get better results when 

we use Euclidean distance as the similarity measure as 

compared to sum of Absolute difference. The best 

performance is that of class 5 using both the similarity 

measures. 

The top three class-wise performances for the evaluation 

parameter LIRS with respect to the similarity measure 

Euclidean Distance are class 5 with the best performance of 

93.85% followed by class 8 with the performance of 9% 

followed by class 10 with the  performance of 5.2%. The top 

three class-wise performances for the evaluation parameter 

LIRS with respect to the similarity measure sum of Absolute 

difference are class 5 with the best performance of 86.05% 

followed by class 8 with the performance of 9.75% followed 

by class 7 with the performance of 7.65%. 

On evaluation of the performance of LIRS for similarity 

measure Euclidean distance we see that the retrieval rate for: 4 

sectors: 12.38%, 8 sectors: 12.5%, 12 sectors: 12.48%, 16 

sectors: 12.54%. Similarly, on evaluation of the performance 

of LIRS for similarity measure sum of Absolute difference we 

see that the retrieval rate for: 4 sectors: 12.38%, 8 sectors: 

12.3%, 12 sectors: 12.22%, 16 sectors: 11.76. 

6.3 LSRR 
The performance of the evaluation parameter LSRR is shown 

in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for both the similarity measures 

Euclidean Distance and Sum of Absolute Difference. 

Performance of LSRR is compared for all different sectors i.e. 

4, 8, 12 & 16 sectors. 

Figure 7. Plot for average LSRR using Euclidean distance. 

Figure 8. Plot for average LSRR using Sum of Absolute 

Difference. 

From Figure 7 and 8 we infer that we get better results when 

we use sum of Absolute differenceas the similarity measure as 

compared to Euclidean distance.But contrary to the overall 

performance classes 2, 3, 5 and 9 perform marginally better 

when Euclidean distance is used as the similarity measure. 

The best performance is that of class 5 using both the 

similarity measures. 

The top three class-wise performances for the evaluation 

parameter LSRR with respect to the similarity measure 

Euclidean Distance are class 5 with the best performance of 

10.1% followed by class 7 with the performance of 
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62.43%followed by class 4 with the performance of 70.31% . 

The top three class-wise performances for the evaluation 

parameter LSRR with respect to the similarity measure sum of 

Absolute difference are class 5 with the best performance of 

10.24% followed by class 7 with the performance of 52.35% 

followed by class 6 with the performance of 67.91%. 

On evaluation of the performance of LSRR for similarity 

measure Euclidean distance we see that the retrieval rate for: 4 

sectors: 74.67 %, 8 sectors: 74.65 %, 12 sectors: 74.65 %, 16 

sectors: 74.65%. Similarly, on evaluation of the performance 

of LSRR for similarity measure sum of Absolute difference 

we see that the retrieval rate for: 4 sectors: 74.48 %, 8 sectors: 

73.4%, 12 sectors: 73.08%, 16 sectors: 72.81 %. 

6.4 LSRI 
The performance of the evaluation parameter LSRI is shown 

in Figure 9 and Figure 10 for both the similarity measures 

Euclidean Distance and Sum of Absolute Difference. 

Performance of LSRI is compared for all different sectors i.e. 

4, 8, 12 & 16 sectors. 

Figure 9. Plot for average LSRI using Euclidean distance. 

Figure 10 Plot for average LSRI using Sum of Absolute 

Difference. 

Here, as we see, class 5 gives the best output for LSRI which 

indicates that it retrieves significantly long string of relevant 

images compared to the other classes. We get better results 

when we use sum of Absolute difference as the similarity 

measure as compared to Euclidean distance. 

The top three class-wise performances for the evaluation 

parameter LSRI with respect to the similarity measure 

Euclidean Distance are class 5 with the best performance of 

93.85% followed by class 8 with the performance of 9.1% 

followed by class 10 with the performance of 6.25% . The top 

three class-wise performances for the evaluation parameter 

LSRI with respect to the similarity measure sum of Absolute 

difference are class 5 with the best performance of 86.05% 

followed by class 8 with the performance of 10% followed by 

class 7 with the performance of  9.05%. 

On evaluation of the performance of LSRI for similarity 

measure Euclidean distance we see that the retrieval rate for: 4 

sectors: 12.38%, 8 sectors: 14.04%, 12 sectors: 14%, 16 

sectors: 14.08%. Similarly, on evaluation of the performance 

of LSRI for similarity measure sum of Absolute difference we 

see that the retrieval rate for: 4 sectors: 13.96 %, 8 sectors: 

13.76%, 12 sectors: 13.74%, 16 sectors: 13.44%. 

6.5 Comparison 
Now we compare these results with the results of our earlier 

work on Column-wise DCT plane sectorization in CBIR for 

both Euclidean distance and sum of Absolute difference. 

Here, we have rounded the percentage of our results for better 

understanding and comparison. 

Table 2: Comparison of Column-wise and Row-wise using 

Euclidean Distance 

    Parameter     

  Sectors PRCP LIRS LSRR LSRI 

  4 44% 12% 75% 14% 

Column-
wise 8 40% 12% 75% 14% 

  12 40% 12% 75% 14% 

  16 40% 13% 75% 14% 

  4 40% 12% 75% 12% 

Row-wise 8 40% 13% 75% 14% 

  12 40% 12% 75% 14% 

  16 40% 13% 75% 14% 
 

Table 3: Comparison of Column-wise and Row-wise using 

Sum of Absolute Difference 

    Parameter     

  
Sector
s PRCP LIRS 

LSR
R LSRI 

  4 41% 13% 74% 14% 

Column-
wise 8 43% 13% 73% 14% 

  12 43% 13% 73% 14% 

  16 43% 13% 72% 14% 

  4 40% 12% 74% 14% 

Row-wise 8 41% 12% 73% 14% 

  12 41% 12% 73% 14% 

  16 41% 12% 73% 13% 
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From Table 2 and Table 3 we can say that the results for 

Column-wise are comparatively better than that for Row-wise 

for both Euclidean distance and sum of Absolute difference. 

There are a few exceptions: For LIRS 8 sectors Row-wise 

DCT gives better result for Euclidean distance; For LSRR 16 

sectors Row-wise DCT gives better result for sum of Absolute 

difference. 

Considering the similarity measure Euclidean distance, from 

the Table 2 we can draw the following observations: The best 

result for PRCP is given by Column-wise approach for 8, 12, 

and 16 sectors with the average performance of 44%. The 

best result for LIRS is given by Column-wise approach for 

16 sectorsand Row-wise approach for 8 and 16 sectorswith 

the average performance of 13%. The best result for LSRR is 

given byall the sectors ofColumn-wise approachas well as 

Row-wise with the average performance of 75%. LSRI gives 

good result for all the sectors of Column-wise approach and 

4, 8 and 12 sectors of Row-wise approach with the average 

performance of 14%. 

Considering the similarity measure sum of Absolute 

difference, from the Table 3 we can draw the following 

observations: The best result for PRCP is given by Column-

wise approach for 8, 12, and 16 sectors with the average 

performance of 43%. The best result for LIRS is given by 

Column-wise approach for 4,8, 12, and 16 sectorswith the 

average performance of 13%. The best result for LSRR is 

given by Column-wise approach for 16 sectors with the 

average performance of 72%. LSRI gives good result for all 

the sectors of Column-wise approach and 4, 8 and 12 

sectors of Row-wise approach with the average performance 

of 14%. 

7. CONCLUSION 
Therefore, in this paper we have implemented the CBIR 

technique using the algorithm of Feature Vector Generation 

for Row-wise DCT transformed image. The Wang database 

[11,12] is used where we have classified the 1000 images into 

10 classes. The evaluation parameters used are Precision, 

Recall, LIRS, LSRR and LSRI. The results of these 

parameters are calculated using Euclidean distance and sum of 

Absolute difference.  

On comparison of these results, we can conclude that for the 

parameter Precision-Recall crossover point we get better 

resultswhen we use sum of Absolute differenceas the 

similarity measure as compared to Euclidean distance. The 

average performance of the Precision-Recall crossover point 

when we use sum of Absolute difference as the similarity 

measure is 41% while the average performance of the 

Precision-Recall crossover point when we use Euclidean 

distance as the similarity measure is 40%. Also, for the 

parameter LIRS we get better results when we use 

Euclideandistance as the similarity measure as compared to 

sum of Absolute difference. The average performance of 

LIRS when we use sum of Absolute difference as the 

similarity measure is 12% while the average performance of 

LIRS when we use Euclidean distance as the similarity 

measure is 12%. For the parameter LSRR we get better results 

when we use sum of Absolutedifference as the similarity 

measure as compared to Euclidean distance. The average 

performance of LSRRwhen we use sum of Absolute 

difference as the similarity measure is 73% while the average 

performance of LSRR when we use Euclidean distance as the 

similarity measure is 74%.For the parameter LSRI we get 

better results when we use sum of Absolutedifference as the 

similarity measure as compared to Euclidean distance. The 

average performance of LSRI when we use sum of Absolute 

difference as the similarity measure is 13% while the average 

performance of LSRI when we use Euclidean distance as the 

similarity measure is 13%. 

On comparison of results of Row-wise DCT transformed 

images to Column-wise DCT transformed images, we can 

conclude that Column-wise DCT transformed images give 

better results comparatively for both the similarity measure- 

sum of Absolute difference and Euclidean distance.From 

Table 2 and Table 3 we can also observe that sum of Absolute 

distance gives better results as compared to Euclidean 

distance for all the parameters PRCP, LIRS, LSRR, LSRI. 
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